
CP 1 (Junior and Veterans) : 

CP 1 lies exactly on the line between the highest and the 6th highest peak on the map. It is also 2,5 km away from the 

mountain meadow Konjščica (1438 m). For the purpose of this task, we count only those peaks that have both name 

and height written on the map. 

1. 2132 m - Mali Draški vrh 
2. 2050 m – Viševnik 
3. 1965 m – Mrežce 
4. 1962 m – Debeli vrh 
5. 1956 m – V. Selišnik 
6. 1893 m – Vrh Razora 

 
 
 

CP 3 (Juniors and Veterans); CP 2 (Seniors) :  

For people who are not as good at orienteering as you are, it is easy to get lost in the forests of Pokljuka. They say 

that people start walking in circles when lost. So, imagine you are lost, and you are walking in a circle with the radius 

of 500 m around the Jerebikovec (1375 m) hill in the clockwise direction. While doing so, you cross 7 paths or roads 

and continue on the terrain without any paths for a further 655 m of your circular path, until finally, you arrive on CP 

3. 

r = 500 m 
o (obseg / diameter) = 2πr = 3.140 m 
655 m / 3.140 m => 75,1° 
 
 
 

CP 3 (Seniors):  

While standing on CP 3, you measure the vertical angle under which you see Viševnik (2050 m) and get the result 

11.2°. After that, you move 232 m in the direction towards Viševnik and measure the vertical angle again, now the 

result is 11.9°. Incidentally, you also notice that Viševnik is exactly west from CP 3. 

 
tan α1 = x /( y + 232 m) 
tan α2 = x / y 
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